
DIGITAL BABEL 
Fact: Generation Z is officially a generation of “publishers,” meaning they process 
information for the purpose of actualizing their thoughts as opposed to the consumer-based 
model of thinking that has defined previous generations. Only a global community can give 
birth to this type of mindset and the last global community, that we know of, is in the city of 
Babel. 
  
Babel: Genesis 11:1 – 9 

• So why did people come to Babel and why is the next generation attracted to a Digital 
Babel? 

• Babel built something they deemed to be timeless, not trendy 
• Babel built a city that gave access to all 
• Babel did this as a community 

  
That said, there are notable similarities in Babylon in the 6th century BC and people of faith 
today. 
• Not too long ago, North America felt to many Christians like Jerusalem to the ancient 

Judeans: culturally homogeneous and religiously comfortable.But as cultural change has 
accelerated over the past 3 decades, many have begun to feel like exiles in their home 
country.  

• When Daniel, Ezekiel, and other Hebrew elites were forcibly taken to Babylon, their view of 
the world was utterly changed. 

• In order to remain faithful to their call as the people of God, they had to adjust to a new 
reality 

• They had to reimagine what it meant to practice Judaism where the Temple - the epicenter 
of religious practice - no longer existed.  

• They had to rethink their own story and reexamine their understanding of their place in the 
world. 

• In response to a worldview-shooting calamity, prophets arose to equip God’s people to 
live in a new world 

Is it possible that many churches are equipping young Christians to face a world that no 
longer exists? Are we making disciples for Jerusalem when we should be making disciples 

for Babylon? 



  
  

• In the same way, this generation doesn't want a Christian bubble, that's foreign 
language. 

• It's Jerusalem in the midst of Babylon, not Jerusalem vs. Babylon 
• Jerusalem v Digital Babylon 
• Faith at the center vs Faith in the Margins 
• Monotheistic vs Pluralistic 
• Slower paced vs Accelerated, frenetic 
• Homogeneity vs diversity 
• Idol: false piety vs fitting in, being up to speed, not missing out 
• Central Control vs Open-source 
• Simpler life vs Bitter/sweet tension 

If we could give Generation Z another name…they would be called Exiles. 
• We are reaching exiles that understand how to navigate the back and forth without 

compromising the Jerusalem of their heart. 
• We are giving opportunity for students to be in the world but not of, separate but not 

separated. 
As an Exile in Babylon…   

• Idolatry is assumed and monotheism is fought.  
• God’s people must be faithful and there is an emphasis on identity.  
• Scripture offers one perspective which is interpreted by al other voices.  
• Culturally alienated  
• Progressive  
• Cosmopolitan  

  
So this is how we are approaching our ministry today to start gaining better vantage points: 

• We are asking the question of access, engagement and community in everything we do. 
• We are creating more opportunities to publish in the midst of our service structures and 
• We are more vocationally focused as today your identity drives what you do rather than 

what you do drives your identity. 
• We are very journey focused. 

  
Rethinking Discipleship | What we measure:  

• Meaningful Relationships - Close and trust worthy relationships  
• Cultural Discernment - When students watch TV/Social Media they need to realize it will 

not work here.  
• Leadership Development - How are we helping young people develop into leaders. 
• Vocational Discipleship - God given identity/career path - help them make those 

decisions. - Proper Understanding of WHO God has called them to BE. 



• First-hand experience of Jesus - Have to teach students to say “ speak Lord, your servant 
is listening”  

  
We must: 

• Be the first to face challenges so that we can be the first to succeed 
• Create an atmosphere of: Validity, Stability, Consistency 
• Need to refocus "ministry wins" to “community wins.”


